Enrollment Shows Ten Per Cent Increase Over Previous High

With the highest enrollment in its history, Catholic Junior College began its seventh year, September 13, when it enrolled 78 freshmen and returning students, a ten per cent increase over the preceding year. The first day offered, besides registration, an annual survey and rating of member publications, and physical examination.

Tuesday morning was given over to psychological tests and separate conference with Sister M. Bertrand, director of studies. Edward White, dean of men, and Sister Marie Celeste, dean of women, held conferences with freshman groups. In the afternoon, the freshmen were introduced to the College library. In the evening, the sophomores assisted the faculty at a reception for new students which orientated them in three fully programmed days. The first day offered, besides registration, an assembly for all freshmen, place­ments, and an introduction to the College. Everything must be done in such a way that the student may grab the basics and see how they can be turned into a pattern which will serve him to the end. The first task in a program to be presented to the students is to motivate them to do their best and to work hard. The new system rests upon a philosophy of education which makes definite points of any office and membership held in any year. The student must do his best and be limited to a total of twelve points.

**urgs Sound Programs**

The Committee on studies announced the inauguration of a point system which will govern student participation in extra-curricular activities, effective October 1. The system is based on three fundamental principles: first, that the college program be made attractive to study requirements and to consider carefully his participation in extra-curricular activities.

The newly initiated program will result in many benefits according to Edward R. White, dean of men. It will, first of all, encourage participation in extra-curricular activities. Such activities are beneficial to the members, is necessary for a student to maintain his place, and is a degree of benefit from his college life. By requiring the college to limit his participation to a certain number of carefully chosen fields, the committee hopes to make extra-curricular activities to genuinely interested patrons. Amid such conditions, the committee feels that college life will, indeed, be a success for all.

**Annual Honor Program**

The Committee on studies announced the inauguration of a point system which will govern student participation in extra-curricular activities, effective October 1. The system is based on three fundamental principles: first, that the college program be made attractive; second, that the student be limited to a total of twelve points.

**Game Scores**
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**To Be Held Oct. 1**

**Elections for all officers in the Catholic Life Conference will take place, Fri., Oct. 1 at the annual mixer.**

**Notice of exact date for policy votes is now on file.**

**Women's Club will be posted on first floor bulletin board.**

**Scholarship to Geary**

James W. Boynton, professor of chemistry at Western State Teachers College, spoke at the College two years ago, on "Medicines", and his talk was so well received at that time, according to a statement published in the Pittsburgh Press, that Mr. Boynton was awarded a year's scholarship to Geary.
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"Have you heard what's happening down in the junior college?" says a passing student to his buddy. "Somehow it doesn't seem as if the world is going to end anytime soon." And the buddy replies, "Well, it's true, but at least we can hope for some progress in the meantime." The buddy then proceeds to explain that the world is full of problems, and that we should all do our part to help solve them. "After all," he says, "we are the Church; living, active members of Christ's mystical body. To us the present threat-ening crisis should be of vital importance. If the four hundred million of us Catholics in the world...

The school is the home of the intellect. We expect then that the interests of the intellect will have a prominent place in the columns of the paper. It is the prayer of the writer that another year in Catholic journalism at Catholic Junior College will bring progress and greater perfection. Signed, 

PRESIDENTS MESSAGE

A formal welcome extended to the new students and the new staff through the columns of the student newspaper seems to be in place. In the name of the faculty I greet all the incoming freshmen and other new students. This year the newspaper enters into the spirit of hazing, although Catholic Junior Willkiness will take all roughness and harshness from the initiation in order to increase its spirit of helpfulness and serv-

ice. It does the collective heart of the faculty good to reflect on the roll of the paper and the pleasant duty of instructing.

To the staff of the CATHOLIC JUNIOR HERALD I wish to say a personal word of thanks even greater than those gained by the staff of last year. In the matter of advertising, C.J. has set a high standard for itself. But that standard can be maintained only if the intellec-
tual tone of the school is also upheld. The paper should reflect the life of the school. Since the student body determines to a large extent the tone of the school, one can readily see how the character of the paper depends not only on the staff and the faculty advisor but also on the students as a whole. The style and the ideas, the news and the features, must be representative of the school.

The school is the home of the intellect. We expect then that the interests of the intellect will have a prominent place in the columns of the paper.

The world is rather weary of the German Play­boy, Adolph Hitler, and the general feeling is voiced
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to the box office. Bill McGurrin, who was a lifeguard at a local pool during the past

Any C. J. soph will immediately associate the House of Duff with

A host of new faces, new personalities entered the college September 13. Each student brought some unique ability. These yearlings were merged into a crowd of industrious, philosophizing schol-

There is bound to be place for Roman Kaminiski, our representative from Union high school. Intermissions will be taken care of by the orchestra, led by Leo Imperi, an expert on those shining

Representative Men and Women

LEON DUFF

Long, lean and lively Leon — such is everyone's first impression of Leon Duff, the tallest man on the campus. You can take it on good authority that this sopho-

more, who soars to the height of six feet, two inches, maintains an all-around record entirely in keep-

ing with his physical stature.

Prominent in many school activi-
ties, Leon very creditably held down an important office in the Men's club last year. His article is a stout challenge to every single one of us to sit up and take notice. "Why,... he asks, "has the world not yet been won for Christ?"
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Marywood Leads In Percentage Of C. J. Freshmen

Thirteen of the twenty young women enrolled at Catholic Junior are from Marywood Academy last June register-ed. This represents the largest percentage of graduates from any single high school to enroll in the fall. Four of these students, the Minne-apolitans, are Anna L. Altoni, Kathleen Enright, Mildred Foote, and Catherine Rilee of Grand Rap­ids, who have completed their high school curriculum. Miss Margaret McGeary, a graduate of Marywood, is taking in secretarial science, and Miss Jean Whalen, of Grand Rap­ids, Teacher Training courses have been chosen by the Misses Ursula Henn, Marinette, Wisconsin; Emily Judis, Irons, Mich.; Mary Kubian, Saskatchewan; Helen Meier, Mus­kogee; Helen Marie Nizol, Flint; Marie Morong, and Cecelia Pekarchek, Freesoil, Mich.

Registration Sets Record; Hits 224

(Continued from page 1) resulted from the first group meeting. The student body attended High Mass celebrated by the Most Reverend Bishop of Grand Rapids, who is the principal of the College, at St. Andrew's Cathedral, Wednesday at 9 a.m. Sunday service is regular after Mass.

A moment, then they laughed heartily. This shower had been held captive from the night before in a certain proprietor's awning, and was just now being released as the sun began intruding upon the ladies' new fall bonnets in the shop window.
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Clear Sky and Heavy Showers?

An errand of necessity took two C.J.C. teachers out one fair morn­ing last week. The cool refreshing showers drenched. She and her companion were breathless and speechless for a moment, and not until the sun began hovering upon the ladies' new fall bonnets in the shop window.
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BEHIND THE BARS

Frigid weather was prevailing in the Studio on the first day of school, and was being freezingly locked file in the office of the registrar. All at once. What effects might these dissonant sevenths produce! The "Bars at the Music House" are not what they seem. They rather attract than prevent one from entering, judging from the large increase of students enrolled and women's singles will begin the meet, and will be followed in a week's time by men's, women's, and mixed doubles. The tournament is intended to furnish the College with some form of athletic activity until the basketball seasons opens.

Father Bukowski, Home From East, Tells Of Labor Meetings, Leaders

(Continued from page 1) also interviewed John Brophy, national director of the CIO. Although his interview with Brophy

Describes Living Conditions

... From Father Bukowski traveled to the Easton offices of the Catholic Worker, and from there he drove with Father M. O'Neill, circulation manager of the Catholic Worker, in search of Peter Maurin of Easy Fame story. "Peter wasn't there," said Father, "so we drove to the upper farm which is situated on the edge of a mountain over-looking the Delaware river.

Interviews Peter Maurin

"I remember seeing some children both negro and white, at the lower farm. They were slim children getting the first chance at life. At the upper farm, Peter was in the house, but we walked around looking for him. We found him, dressed in an old black coat and tan trousers, suspenders, a man in the outfit of a building. If we were to meet him on the street, the last thought that would enter my head, was that he might be an intellectualist. He was rather small, clever and very original. There were no chairs, so we stood near the house and talked for about an hour. After that put a few questions to him about the CIO and Capitalism, he warmed up and proved quite talkative.

"Peter was glad to know that I was from Michigan. It seems that he worked on a Great Lakes freighter with Ludington as home port about 20 years ago, since he came to this country from France. He declared that the workers are not Communists, at least that they do not care for Broderick. He was rather about Broderick that he has his push but not his ideas. He meant that he has not the ideas of the Irish scholars of about a thousand years ago. Peter speaks with such a high accent and, although he speaks correctly, he finds some difficulty in expressing his ideas.

For Quality DAIRY PRODUCTS

Call the HOME DAIRY Phone 72021
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Director Announces Horseless Tourney

Singles Will Initiate New Courts; Doubles Play Begins Week After

"The horseless tourney will be announced this week," announced Edward B. White, new director of the campus."I'm very much looking forward to November 27. Mr. White said the encounter would be the beginning of many intramural contests. Courts for the tourney will be located between the main building and the music studio. Men's and women's singles will begin the meet, and will be followed in a week's time by men's, women's, and mixed doubles. The tournament is intended to furnish the College with some form of athletic activity until the basketball seasons opens.

College Offers Students Special Health Service

Every new student entering the College this fall was obliged to go through the examination clinic set up by the college as part of its health service. Dr. John M. Whalen, College physician, examined the students. Two faculty nurses assisted him, one a graduate from the local college, and the other a student in a terminal test, the other recording data.

These health records are confidential and are kept in a special locked file in the office of the registrar.

The Gaels Aren't In Their Town Territory

The Gaels in the German 1 class are really in the territory. However, if it is on the "ich" but the grammar that goes with it is generally correct. The measures when making encounters limburg­er cheese, Miss Noreen Hanrath is proving a great leader.

GIG

Did you ever expect to see the day when the conversation room would echo like a mausoleum? Well, it's a fact of life it's a re­form spirit of the students and the "good example" of the sophomores. We found the women in there with all the quiet dignity that could be mustered, nominating the officers of the Women's club. Unfortu­nately, Lou Hefferan and Dot Schulte, the candidates for pres­ident, are on too good terms to really enter wholeheartedly into a campaign for the presidency.

GIG

That model stride of Jean Pot­ter gives her a sluggish flavor.

The women will notice, if they aren't told about.

GIG

A lesson in detached dignity, Miss Helen Colvin can't last but we certainly encourage it. Are we so contemptuous, Miss Zeita?

GIG

Hope failing in the male ranks, Pierson, we have a new bass for your long awaited quartet, none other than Miss Lorraine Lulka.

GIG

Three Hurrahs! At last we have a drinking fountain. What next? May we suggest, fixing the driveway or are we speaking out of turn?

GIG

It happened during a first year basketball game. Miss Agnes Marie was writing on the board, and after completing a sentence, she asked Joseph Master, one of the lively freshmen, what did that word mean? Joseph was trying hard to get a good stand­ard response on the playground or the board looking at the class. Some, what, eh? But it wasn't the right answer. If you care to know the correct answer, ask Joe, he knows it now.

GIG

Advance Warning: Do not drive over Sister Aquin's grass, if you know what's good for you.

BOOZE

We Grind Our Own HAMBURGER

BANQUET BARBECUE

Cor. Sheldon & Library

We Specialize In Plate Luncheons

WHERE SHOPPERS STOP TO REST AND REFRESH

PECK'S

Where Reputations Reign Supreme

ROE HOTEL 34 MONROE

145 MONROE

FOR THE BEST IN FOOD

RYSKAMP BROSK MARKETS

55 So. Division Phone 4-1100

741 Grand River Ave., S. E.

COMPLETE TABLE SUPPLIES

YOU'll LIKE Our Work & Service

DEBS

15 S. Division Phone 5-3513

AL PIERCE, PROP.

WHERE TO SHOP TO BEST AND REFRESH

BOOZE

We Specialize In Plate Luncheons

MILAN'S BAR-B-Q

28 LA GRAVE AVE. S. E.

P. B. GAST AND SONS CO.

LAUNDRY, JANITOR & SANITARY SUPPLIES

“Everything for Cleaning”